Prof. P. C. Trivedi Medal award for Editorial Excellence
(for authored / edited Books & Reference Volumes)

THE INDIAN BOTANICAL SOCIETY

Prof. P. C. Trivedi Medal award for Editorial Excellence-2024

Note: No Hard Copies are to be sent.
1. Please download this form - fill and email.

The Soft Copy of the completed application form should reach the Secretary, Indian Botanical Society at secretaryibs2017@gmail.com, by 31st July, 2024 for consideration.

Eligibility Criteria, limitations and selection procedure

(i) Life Membership of the Indian Botanical Society.
(ii) There is no age limit but can be awarded to an individual only once in a life time.
(iii) High quality Authored and / or Edited Book(s), Treatise, Reference / Serial Volumes, Special Journal issues, etc. in the field of Plant Sciences, published in the preceding Five Years
(iv) Evaluation by three member expert committee nominated by the President in consultation with the Secretary.
(v) In multi-author / multi-editor work, only the senior author shall be considered for the award.
(vi) Applications should be submitted as per the proforma given below, accompanied by proof of Membership.
(vii) No column of the application proformashould be left blank; if not applicable then write NA
(viii) Last date for the receipt of the application / nomination at the office of the Secretary is 31st July / or as specified in the 1st Circular of the Society.
Application Proforma

of

Prof. P. C. Trivedi Medal Award for Editorial Excellence

of

The Indian Botanical Society for the Year : 2024

(Soft copy to be submitted)

1. Name of the Applicant (in full) :

2. Academic degrees, and Fellowships of the Academies / Societies:

3. Date of Birth: (dd/mm/yyyy) :

4. Present Institutional Address with Telephone, Fax and E-mail
   (Any change may be immediately informed):

5. Address for Correspondence with Telephone (including Mobile No), Fax and E-mail :

6. List of the Authored / Edited Books / Volumes being submitted for consideration of the
   Medal Award. Full bibliographic details to be provided on the following pattern:
   Complete list of authors / editors, year, title of the publication, name of the publisher,
   number of pages, ISBN / ISSN / DOI number etc.:
   (a)
   (b)
   (c)

   Please enclose:
   (i) Book review / Circulation record / Peer comments and feedback, where available.
   (ii) a soft copy / Scanned copy

7. A self statement by the applicant, not exceeding 150 words highlighting the key points and
   significance of the publication(s) under consideration.

8. Any other relevant information not covered above; and association of the applicant with the
   Indian Botanical Society:
   Please describe in few lines your association, e. g. association as a member since (year) and
   service to the activities of the society, participation in IBS Conferences (mention year(s)),
   organizing host for memorial lectures / annual conference, chairing / judge of academic
   sessions, member of executive council; service to JIBS as an editor / editorial board member /
   contributing author and / or reviewer for JIBS / other promotional activities and any other
   relevant information not covered above.

9. Verification
   I hereby state that the statements made above are true to the best of my knowledge and
   belief.

   Date and Place                          Signature of the Applicant